2021 Annual Report
A DECADE OF HISTORIC ACHIEVEMENT

A letter from Mayor Fischer
When I became Mayor in 2011, my team focused on achieving operational excellence across
Louisville Metro Government. We pledged to continuously work to improve our services.
Looking back over 11 years, the turnaround of Louisville Metro Animal Services is among our
top success stories.
In those early years, LMAS was a beleaguered high-kill shelter. Animal House Adoption Center
was under construction, but LMAS was still operating from an outdated shelter. I pledged to
replace the facility and in 2019, LMAS moved into its new state-of-the-art home on Newburg
Road next to Animal House. And, most importantly, LMAS today is creating more opportunities
for the animals in its care to find new homes outside of the shelter. In 2021, not a single animal
was euthanized for lack of space or time for the fifth consecutive year.
Our city has an animal shelter to be proud of, thanks to the dedication of a compassionate
team, animal-focused partners, and strong and innovative leadership starting with Ozzy
Gibson, who led the turnaround of Animal Services and now serves as our city’s Chief of Public
Services.
I want to thank the LMAS team and our partners for their compassion and commitment to
animal rescue and care. I have no doubt LMAS will continue to be a beacon of hope for the
thousands of homeless, sick, and injured pets they care for, every year.

A message from the Director Ozzy Gibson
I could not be more proud of all the animal lives we continue to save at LMAS. As we
rolled into 2021 we all had hoped that COVID-19 would not still be a topic. But it is. The staff
continues to shift and adjust to COVID to get the job done. During 2021 I was still overseeing
Public Health, Public Works, Fleet & Facilities and LMAS, as the Chief of Public Services. Ashley
Book has done an amazing job as Interim Director along with all the other staff, volunteers
and fosters. I want to thank Friends of Metro Animal Services (FOMAS) for all they have done
in 2021, as we faced many challenges throughout the year with all the strays entering our
facility. They always stepped up to offer incentives for future pet owners to adopt from us. We
have great partners and other organizations in our community that we work with daily and we
appreciate all they do. But working at an animal shelter never ends. Please spay and neuter your
pets.

A message from the Interim Director Ashley Book
We faced many challenges in the past year, from continuing to deal with COVID-19 to operating a shelter
that was forced to eliminate eight positions in 2018 because of a budget shortfall. Ultimately, the Metro
Council recognized our struggle and approved the addition of eight additional positions. In late 2021, we
hired a volunteer coordinator, six adoption coordinators, and a second shift animal control supervisor,
so we would not falter in our commitment to public service and safety. Despite the bumps in the road,
Team LMAS pushed on looking for ways to save more lives and provide a better shelter experience
for the animals in our care. I’m proud that for the fifth consecutive year, not a single animal was
euthanized for time or space. Our accomplishments continued with the first low-cost Rabies clinic for
the public since the start of the pandemic, a grant that provided $100 spay-neuter vouchers to pet
owners, and three-day training with the non-profit organization Dogs Playing for Life, which allowed us
to incorporate play sessions for adoptable dogs into to the daily routine. Thank you, to Friends of Metro
Animal Services and our rescue and transport partners which have been unwavering in support of our
life-saving efforts at LMAS. We look forward to what we can accomplish together in the year to come.

The official fundraising entity for Louisville Metro Animal Services

From the Executive Director Katrina Hutchins
I am excited to be a part of Friends of Metro Animal Services and to
continue the important work of raising funds to support the live-saving
efforts of LMAS. It is an honor to work with LMAS and see the positive impact
they make on every abandoned, stray, and lost animal that is brought in.
FOMAS is proud to enhance the experience each animal has while they
are in LMAS’ care. The past year produced unique challenges for LMAS, two
years into a pandemic. When the shelter began to fill up with unclaimed,
stray pets, FOMAS stepped in to cover redemption fees for owners so
they did not receive a bill. When adoptable large dogs outnumbered the
number of stray dogs in the shelter, FOMAS gifted free crates to the first 100
adopters of large dogs during an adoption promotion. When donations
slowed down because of the pandemic, FOMAS worked with local
businesses to organize and host donation drives and collect much-needed
supplies for the LMAS Shelter. My first few months have been rewarding and
I am looking forward to all the opportunities that 2022 will bring and what
we can achieve as the Friends of Metro Animal Services.
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FOMAS Accomplishments in 2021
• Provided funding to waive redemptions fees in March and July so owners who
claimed their stray pets from the shelter did not receive a bill.
• Provided funding to enable those adopting large breed dogs to receive
a free crate in October and November.
• Implemented a successful fundraising campaign to cover the remaining
cost of outfitting LMAS’ new transport truck.
• Provided funding to waive adoptions fees and purchase dog crates for
the Long Stay Champions Program.

Our top goal in 2022

FOMAS purchased canopies for the play
yards next to Animal House. Shelter dogs
can spend quality time outside, even
during inclement weather.

Every year, FOMAS makes it possible to fund projects which fall outside of the alloted
budget from metro government. Our goal this year is to expand visitor and employee
parking on the LMAS campus. Visitors are currently forced to park in a field on busy
days at the shelter, while visiting Animal House Adoption Center, or during special
events and the employee lot can’t accommodate all employees. Help us reach our
fundraising goal to expand campus parking and enhance the adoption process by
making a tax-free donation to FOMAS. Visit fomaslou.org.

Animal Care Campus and Facilities
THIS IS WHERE

Harshaw Family Foundation Animal Shelter
3528 Newburg Road

• Animal Control is located
• Stray pets are accepted and
held
• You can search for a lost pet
• You can find free and low-cost
pet resources

• You can get your pet
microchipped
• You can pay a bill or citation
• You can adopt a pet
• You can find a pet to foster
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•
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Animal House Adoption CenterTHIS IS WHERE
3516 Newburg Road

Alley Cat
Advocates

LMAS Shelter
Animal House
Adoption Center
3528 Newburg Road

ALLEY CAT ADVOCATES

You can adopt a pet
You can purchase or renew
a pet license

• Animal Control is located
• Stray pets are accepted and
held
• You can search for a lost pet
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Community cats are cared for
You can get community cats
spayed or neutered
Free resources are available for
caretakers

•
•

You can volunteer
You can drop off donations
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• You can
Alley get
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Advocates
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THIS IS WHERE
• You can adopt a pet
• You can volunteer
• You can drop off
donations
3516 Newburg Road

Animal House Adoption Center

THIS IS WHERE

Alley Cat Advocates
3524 Newburg Road

• Community cats are cared for
• You can get community cats
spayed or neutered
• Free resources are available for
caretakers

LMAS

has a fundamental mission
to Protect public health and
safety and Ensure the humane
treatment of domesticated
animals as well as:

Provide quality, professional service to the public.
Serve as an authority in domestic animal welfare.
Create and preserve a safe and humane community for
both people and domesticated animals.
Eliminate the euthanasia of adoptable animals through
education, community engagement, enforcement, and
leadership efforts.

To fulfill the mission and help meet the five strategic objectives of
Louisville Metro Government, LMAS provides citizens with:

Animal Care
and Sheltering

Community
Engagement

Field Services,
Enforcement, and Rescue

Animal Adoption
and Placement

Administrative
and Licensing

Our historic
achievement

Live Release Rate
97% 94%

5 Years in a Row!

The live-release rate
for dogs who entered
the shelter in 2021.

In 2021, LMAS marked the fifth consecutive year of not
euthanizing any animals for lack of time or space!

7,024

What we took in

Animals
entered
the LMAS
Shelter

2,597 dogs and 3,687 cats as well as:
guinea pigs, pigs, hamsters, chickens, snakes,
rabbits, rats, horses, goats, fish

Reason for intake
Other

Outcome

Returned to Owner

487
6,281

Stray
0

1,968

SNR/TNR

167

Owner
Surrender

2,598

Adopted

89

Confiscate

1000

The live-release rate
for cats who entered
the shelter in 2021.
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Notable Achievements in 2021
Used grant funding to give away free spay-neuter vouchers to Jefferson
County pet owners.
Transported hundreds of pets to animal rescue in our new
rescue transport vehicle.
Upgraded automated call tree to make it easier for the
public to contact animal control after-hours and other
service departments.
Held first low cost vaccination clinic since
before the start of the COVID pandemic.

Sold more than
32,425 pet licenses
Euthanized 38 pets due to behavior vs.
47 in 2020.
Hired a
volunteer
coordinator
and six
adoption
coordinators.

Distributed straw donated by the Arrow Fund to pet owners in February
to insulate dog houses and shelter for livestock and barn animals.
Waived redemption fees for owners who claimed their
impounded pet from the LMAS Shelter.

Home is just an adoption away

Finding a home for every adoptable pet in the LMAS shelter is the top priority for adoption coordinators. Their expertise in
matching cats and dogs with compatible families resulted in hundreds of successful adoptions in 2021. For these skilled
adoption coordinators, every interaction is an opportunity to learn more about each pet to improve their chance of being
adopted. LMAS offers three adoptions programs which are free, donation based, and never expire. Our flagship Pay It Forward
Free Adoptions Program was launched in 2017, followed by the equally successful Long Stay Champions and Barn cat adoptions
programs. Every adoption includes spay-neuter, microchip, and vaccinations – making our adoption packages a great value.

2,598

PETS
ADOPTED

Adoption
Coordinators

NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•

Found homes for 304 more cats and 62 more
dogs than in 2020.

•

Expanded adoptable Long-Stay Champion
list to include barn cats.

Our free and donation-based adoptions programs
Every adoption includes spay/neuter, microchip, and vaccinations!

• PAY IT FORWARD

Promotes adoptions of adult cats and adult dogs, 40lbs. or more.

• LONG STAY CHAMPION

Promotes adoptable pets which have spent 30 days or longer in
the shelter. VIP package worth more than $500 in savings, including
free wellness checks and vaccinations for three years!

• BARN CAT

Gorilla Glue was the only dog
not adopted during an empty
the shelter adoption event, last
summer. This story has a happy
ending because as it turns out, his
owner had to work that day. He
showed up the next morning and
adopted a very happy Gorilla Glue.
They now reside in Las Vegas!
By offering BOGO kittens
adoptions for $25 during
kitten season, Marigold and
Florian went from foster home
to forever home, shortly after
arriving at Animal House to
be adopted.

Finds non-traditional homes for cats, such as farms and warehouses.
In exchange for food and shelter, working cats keep away pests and
vermin, reducing the need for toxic chemicals.

Harley was just days old when she entered in the shelter after she
was rescued from a construction site. A worker witnessed someone
take Harley’s mom and siblings, leaving her all alone. He rescued
the cold, dehydrated puppy who was covered in maggots, and
brought her to LMAS. Harley received medical treatment and a
staff member fostered her until she was old enough to be adopted.
Harley is now loving life in her forever home with her new family.

Compassionate care from intake to outcome

LMAS adoption coordinators are many things including caregivers who strive to make the best of every
pet’s time in the shelter, from intake to outcome. Their day begins long before the shelter opens to
the public, first cleaning kennels and then, providing food and water for more than 100 pets.
They assist citizens who have brought in a stray, owners who are looking for a missing
pet, and those in need of resources, so they can keep their pet. When keeping a
pet is no longer an option, adoption coordinators compassionately guide
owners through the surrender process. LMAS also has a full-time
animal behavior coordinator to work with dogs not quite ready
for adoption, until they are ready to find forever homes.
Adoption coordinators

provide

Companionship

Training

Grooming

Socialization

NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENT

Allen Gerlach

Kennel Supervisor

Dogs Playing for Life

In March, our foster coordinator arranged for the non-profit organization,
Dogs Playing for Life, to host a three day-long training session. Staff and
volunteers learned how to use playgroups to improve the quality of life for
sheltered dogs. During playgroup sessions, adoption coordinators help
socialize and evaluate adoptable dogs. Now, when adopters visit Animal
House to find a companion for their dog, staff can introduce them to our
playgroup superstars who love other dogs.

Behavioral Modification

LMAS has a full-time behavior coordinator who evaluates
shelter pets to determine whether they are ready for adoption.
If a behavioral issue could prevent a dog from being adopted,
the animal behavior coordinator creates a training program
unique to each dog and its needs. Every interaction with the
pet is an opportunity to break bad habits and our adoption
coordinators rely on the behavioral coordinator’s observations
to humanely handle dogs who receive behavior training
and find them the perfect home. There is no time limit on
retraining a pet, and they will remain at the LMAS shelter until
they pass their training program and can go to Animal House.
Sometimes, a pet requires more training than can be provided
at the shelter, in which case LMAS makes every effort to transfer
the pet to a rescue organization for long-term behavioral training.

124

52

Pets received
behavioral
training

Adopted
after being
retrained

Lawrence Durgasingh

Animal Behavior Coordinator

NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENT
•

Sent a record 33 dogs undergoing behavior
modification to rescues for further training.

Sous Chef was dog and barrier reactive
at the shelter. In addition to working with
our animal behavior coordinator, Sous
Chef also began participating in group
play sessions with other shelter dogs.
Adoption coordinators noted Sous Chef’s
improvements.
She made great progress but still needed
additional training. Our rescue supervisor
found a rescue in Canada that was willing
to continue working with Sous Chef until she
was ready to be adopted.

Saving lives is a			

TEAM EFFORT

Isa was shy and under-socialized.
The 8-month-old was sent to
foster to learn how to be dog and
build her confidence. Isa was
eventually adopted, not long
after she arrived at Animal
House Adoption
Center.

Leela
was scared stiff in
the shelter so our foster
coordinator placed her with
expert caregivers, who helped
her come out of her shell. She had
several foster dog siblings who showed
her how to be a dog. It was a very slow

process but Leela blossomed in her
foster home. Once Leela was ready,
she returned to Animal House and
Waylon, a blind
was adopted. She’s now a very
and deaf cat, was terrified
spoiled dog living her best
in his kennel. Intake notified
life with a loving forever
our foster coordinator, who posted
family!
Waylon on our foster social media
group. His foster mom saw the post and
wanted to help Waylon. She had adopted
Willie, another blind cat from LMAS, after
seeing him on Facebook. Waylon immediately
accepted his foster mom and two days later,
she officially adopted him.

Sweet
puppy Iris was just
skin and bones at intake.
After a checkup with veterinary
services, Iris was fostered by an
experienced adoption coordinator
to nurse her back to health. Iris also
got a crash course in puppy 101, which

included learning basic commands and
housetraining. It didn’t take long for Iris
to be adopted. She found a home the
same day she arrived at Animal
House.

Kroger
was scared and
shutdown in the shelter,
so she was placed in foster.
With the help of her temporary
family, she became confident
enough to return to Animal House
and was adopted.

Senior
shelter pet and
Long Stay Champion
Roscoe was at Animal House
for some time but was never
adopted. Our adoption coordinator

updated the foster coordinator, who found
Roscoe a temporary home. He was later
diagnosed with cancer and that’s when
our rescue supervisor stepped in and
found a hospice rescue to care for
Roscoe and make the most of
his final days, instead of
spending them in the
shelter.

1,711

PETS
SPAYED/
NEUTERED

The best medical care for every patient
From routine checkups to specialized surgeries to improve quality of life, LMAS Veterinary services
works hard to provide every patient the best medical care our shelter can provide. Diagnostic testing
such as x-rays and ultrasounds and procedures like dental cleanings and specialty surgeries, are now
routinely performed in-house, which keeps expenses down and allows LMAS’ annual budget to go
further. In 2021, LMAS veterinary services spayed and neutered more than 3,500 pets and community
and to improve quality of life, performed 130 specialty surgeries such as amputations, eye removals
and hernia repairs. Beyond standard care would not be possible without the support of local
veterinarians and animal welfare organizations that regularly donate money and medical supplies.

Veterinary
Services

1,810

SNR/TNR

130

Specialty
surgeries

NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENT
Administered 184 Rabies vaccine
shots during first low-cost vaccination
clinic since the start of the COVID
Pandemic.
Allie’s story is an example of how
donations allow us to go beyond basic
medical care for shelter pets, and provide
long-term treatment when needed. Allie,
who came to the shelter after her owner
had died, was extremely obese with
several health issues, including a rare
form of breast cancer. Allie was placed
with an experienced foster family and she was grumpy at first,
until she had lost enough weight to move around comfortably.
Allie loved her temporary family and she provided plenty
of laughs for them, like when she would walk herself. Allie’s
health began to deteriorate, resulting in more frequent trips
to the shelter for treatment. Veterinary services did everything
medically possible for Allie, until there was no more to be done
to ease her suffering. We said goodbye to Allie, knowing she was
provided the best possible quality of life during her short time
with us.

Long-time supporter and foster
volunteer, Carolyn Ambrosino donated
an incubator to LMAS veterinary services,
in memory of one of her foster kittens. In
addition to incubating kittens, it can be
used as a small animal oxygen chamber
or nebulizer chamber.

JJ weighed just eight ounces and had
pneumonia when he arrived at the shelter.
We weren’t sure he’d pull through. JJ was
treated by vet staff and placed in a foster
home, with periodic checkups at the shelter.
JJ beat the odds and once he weighed
enough, he was neutered and eventually
adopted.

Going the distance for forever homes

In 2021, LMAS’ new transport truck officially hit the road, transporting more than 600 pets to rescue organizations.
Rescues are a key component to LMAS’ success in qualifying as a No Kill shelter for five consecutive years. Our rescue
supervisor establishes and maintains partnerships with rescues organizations to find placement for pets that may
require hospice, behavioral modification, or would benefit from being transferred to a breed specific rescue organization.

435

Sent to
rescues

185

Sent to
Kentucky
Humane
Society

NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENT

Star was just a
puppy when she was
transferred to a rescue
in Canada and adopted.
Star was welcomed to
her new family by big
sister Jade.

• Our new transport truck hit the road,
carrying 190 cats and dogs to out-ofstate rescues.

Chernobog was
scared and shut down
in the shelter. He was
sent to a rescue in
Minnesota where
he was eventually
adopted.

In April, Louis gained
Canadian citizenship
when he was adopted
by a family who
visited a rescue in
Quebec to adopt a
new pet.

Shelter pets also went to rescue by
Private
Transportation

Airplane

From temporary to permanent homes
LMAS relies on foster homes to prevent shelter overcrowding and avoid euthanasia of adoptable pets. In
2021, LMAS sent more than one thousand pets to temporary homes for reasons which include being too
young or old to be in the shelter, to recover from illness or injuries, and even long-term hospice for terminally
ill pets. Donations allow LMAS to provide food and supplies needed to temporarily foster a shelter pet.

1,097
Sent to
foster

22

Sent to
hospice
foster

Stephanie Jackson
Foster Coordinator

Smarty Jones’ success story is the result of departmental teamwork. The six-year-old had several medical issues and
was reactive to being touched or handled. Our animal behavior coordinator began working with Smarty Jones while the
foster coordinator found him a temporary home. She asked volunteers if any would be willing to foster Smarty Jones,
who she warned he was like a ‘grumpy cat’. Someone stepped forward to accept the challenge of getting Smarty Jones
to let his guard down. Once Smarty Jones had made sufficient progress he was placed in a foster home.

At first, he was fear reactive and would growl whenever his foster mom attempted to touch him, but after just a few days,
Smarty Jones had a major breakthrough, he asked his foster mom to pet his head. Smarty Jones continued to open up
and now, he’s enjoying life with his foster family. He goes for walks, spends times with his ‘grandparents’, and sitting on his
foster mom’s lap to watch television. Unfortunately, Smarty Jones has cancer. Fortunately, his foster mom has promised
to love him forever.

There’s no place like home

In 2021, our Lost and Found coordinator reunited more than one thousand pets with their owners. LMAS microchips every pet
that enters the shelter to increase the odds of a happy reunion should they become lost in the future. Donations allow LMAS
to send every pet returned to its owner home with a collar, and dog tag that has their owner’s name and contact info.
Pet licensing, which must be renewed yearly, also helps us locate owners of stray pets so they can be quickly reunited.

1,064

Pets
returned to
owners

3,307

Microchips
Registered

32,130

Pet licenses
Sold

Emily Scobba

Lost and Found
Coordinator

Every reclaimed pet goes
home with a leash and collar
thanks to public donations.
Each pet is also implanted with
a microchip so if they become
lost again, a reunion will be just
a call away!

Big Boy was reunited with his owner who was three hours
away from Louisville. When we called to let her know
we had Big Boy, we learned he was a service dog that
alerts her owner to seizures. Their happy reunion was the
result of lost and found, animal control, foster and rescue
services working together to transport and reunite Big
Boy with his very happy owner.

Rocky had been
missing for 18
months when he
was picked by
animal control
and because
his microchip
was up-to-date,
we were able
to reunite Rocky
with his owner.

Home is
just a call away

On Black Friday, Mya got away
from her owner, a truck driver
from Texas who was passing
through Louisville. Fortunately,
Mya’s microchip was up-todate and her owner drove nonstop from El Paso to Louisville
to be reunited with Mya, who
happily jumped into the semi
truck’s cab, ready to ride.

Animal Heroes
LMAS animal control officers keep our community safe by protecting
public safety, and they ensure the humane treatment of pets. In 2021,
animal control officers investigated more than 3,200 cases of animal abuse
and neglect, with two cases resulting in the owners being charged, convicted,
and sentenced to jail time. Officers have many more daily responsibilities outside of
responding to life-threatening situations. They investigate bite cases, pick up strays, and trap
community cats to be spayed or neutered and released. Animal control officers engage the
community to educate the public about animal ordinances and responsible pet ownership.

17,362

Service
Requests

2,640

Reports
of neglect

594

Reports
of abuse

120

Reunited
with Owners
in the field

NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Adam Hamilton
Hannah Fortner

Animal Control Lieutenants

Animal Control Officers

• Officers responded to priority one runs within
one hour, 99% of the time
• Priority two runs were responded to within eight
hours, 98% of the time
• Two animal cruelty investigations resulted in
officers confiscating more than two dozen
animals and the owners serving jail time.

Officers are the first to encounter pet owners who are considering surrendering their pet. Donations make it
possible to provide resources so someone experiencing a temporary hardship can keep their pet.
Officers trap and release community cats, in partnership with Alley Cat Advocates.

Pet Retention
Program

Officers help keep pets safe at home by working with owners to
identify escape routes for pets, or install a trolley so their pets can
enjoy time outside without being chained.

Trap and release
Community Cats
Keeping pets
safe at home

Paying It Forward

VOLUNTEERS

In 2021, LMAS hired a new volunteer coordinator, a position
which had been eliminated three years ago due to a
budget shortfall. Following the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic, LMAS was forced to shutter its volunteer
program. The staff relies on volunteers to help out with
every day tasks around the shelter. There are many ways
for volunteers to pay it forward; some walk dogs or help
potential adopters during free adoption events, while others
prefer to help with laundry or making enrichment. School
students volunteer often by collecting supplies or making
treats for shelter pets and donating them to the shelter.
Business groups pay it forward by donating their time and
completing projects at the Animal House Adoption Center.

Kristin Mueller
Volunteer Coordinator

Brown Forman employees paid
it forward by spending a day
sprucing up the LMAS campus
and completing projects around
the shelter and Animal House
Adoption Center.
Volunteers
helped potential
adopters during
two Empty
the Shelters
adoption
events.

Volunteers prepared a traditional
Thanksgiving meals for shelter pets
not fortunate to have a home for the
holiday.
In July, we honored longtime volunteer
Laura Whitty who created and maintains a
sensory garden outside of Animal House.

Volunteers regularly
visit the LMAS Shelter
to make tasty treats
for shelter pets,
delivered directly to
their kennels with a
donated toy.

Uplifting messages from volunteers to staff,
to keep their spirits up and so they know they
are appreciated. They often stop by to drop of
snacks or lunch for the humans.

Boy Scouts took on
the project of laying
mulch atop the dirt
walking path which
loops around the
LMAS campus and
allows volunteers to
take shelter dogs for
walks.

Adoptable pets
get a break
from shelter
life by going on
field tips with
volunteers.

Students of Price Elementary
regularly make treats to be
delivered to the LMAS shelter
for homeless pets.

Paying It Forward

DONATIONS

Our shelter relies on donations to supplement
funding provided in the city’s annual budget.
Donations were needed more than ever
during the COVID Pandemic. LMAS was
able to continue providing enrichment
and toys for shelter pets. School groups
collected supplies while businesses like
Feeders Supply and Kroger regularly
held donation drives, collecting supplies
and toys for our shelter pets. FOMAS also
regularly partners with local business
and organizations to host fundraisers.

Our Corporate Sponsors and Partners
LMAS greatly appreciates the animal welfare and non-profit organizations, as well as local and corporate business that
supported our shelter and life-saving efforts in 2021, and look forward to their continued support in the year to come.

How you can help
Helping homeless pets takes
a community-wide effort that
starts with making sure your
pet is spayed or neutered, to
help decrease the population of
unwanted pets in our community.
If you are planning to welcome a
new pet into your home, please
consider adopting a homeless
shelter pet. If you’re not ready to
make a long-term commitment,
think about fostering a shelter pet
or becoming an LMAS volunteer.
You can also help save shelter
lives by making a donation to our
501 (c)(3) non-profit fundraising
entity, the Friends of Metro
Animal Services. Visit FOMASLou.
org to make a donation today!

fomaslou.org

DONATE

FOSTER

VOLUNTEER

SPAY/NEUTER

WE ARE
Team LMAS

3528 Newburg Road|Louisville|KY
3516 Newburg Road|Louisville|KY

www.louisvilleky.gov/animal-services

